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 “The author draws a suggestive and very personal vision of the 
great Goya ( …) The images come and go to the beat of a rhythm 
labyrinthine which reminds ‘The Aspern Papers’ or the 
investigations of Sherlock Holmes.” 
El Heraldo de Aragón  
 
“Mauas traces a journey that goes from the legend to the social 
phenomenon, proposing a reflection on art as a business, with the 
schemes between innocent buyers and those who take over the art 
market, but he also includes a look into the identity of the artist and 
the authorship of his canvases.” 
Fotogramas 
 
“The film goes far beyond, and counts with dozens of experts who 
speak about Goya, on how he paints, feels, lives, and on how he 
works, hears, or signs…” 
El Periódico 
 
“Is it real or false? Is it a farce? Is it a fiction? Do these characters 
really exist? What are we talking about?  A painting? The art 
market? Goya? Or about Spain?, asks David. And indeed he talks 
about all this and much more.”  
El Mundo.  
 
“Mauas describes Goya as a “complex” artist, present in a 
kaleidoscopic history.” 
Efe 
 
 “The film with its air of false documentary approaches the painter 
and his work in a very personal way.”   
Qué.  
 
“Just as Hitchcock’s MacGuffin, the theory of the signatures works 
as a plot element that allows to speak about the legends that 
surround Goya.” 
Público  



Ramón, un fotógrafo de obras de arte, compra un día un cuadro en una casa de

subastas de Barcelona, un retrato anónimo del siglo XIX, que, según él y los

singulares expertos que le asesoran, es nada menos que un Goya, un Goya en la

sombra...

Esta historia es el punto de partida de un viaje personal hacia Goya, una

aproximación sui generis, un recorrido ‘de autor’ y contemporáneo por el mundo

del arte y el universo de Goya, por su extraordinaria leyenda.
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SYNOPSIS 

 

Ramón, an artwork photographer, purchases a painting, an anonymous 

nineteenth century portrait, in Barcelona. According to him and to the 

singular experts advising him, it is none other than a Goya in the 

shadows. 

 

This story is the starting point of a journey d’auteur in search of Goya, 

a sui generis approach, a contemporary look at the art world, Goya’s 

universe, and the extraordinary legends that surround him. 
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DIRECTOR’S NOTES

Ramón, un fotógrafo de obras de arte, compra un día un cuadro en una casa de
subastas de Barcelona, un retrato anónimo del siglo XIX, que, según él y los

singulares expertos que le asesoran, es nada menos que un Goya, un Goya en la

sombra...

Esta historia es el punto de partida de un viaje personal hacia Goya, una

aproximación sui generis, un recorrido‘de autor’ y contemporáneo por el mundo

del arte y el universo de Goya, por su extraordinaria leyenda.

frames from the film



 
 
“Of micro signatures and other legends… a sui generis 

approach to Goya” 

 

 
 

“He who attempts to clarify the reality of who Goya was 
is immediately inmersed in the magical atmosphere of his 
legend. This Goyesque legend is one of the most curious 
events in contemporary thought and deserves a certain degree 
of attention. On the other hand if we don’t properly resolve 
the traditional image we maintain of Goya, one that in good 
measure we continue to maintain, his legendary ghost will 
appear at every bend, and despite all the arguments put 
forth in this paper regarding his person and work, will 
obstruct our path, blurring all perspective. 

 
Goya, José Ortega y Gasset.  

 
 
 

– I – 

 
The idea for this film began in the most casual, anodine 

way: a day like any other, sitting around the table chatting, 

an acquaintance told me about some gentlemen in Barcelona that 

had acquired a hitherto unknown Goya. “Unknown?”, I asked, 

surprised. “Yes.” he said, “a new Goya, a painting bought for 

change that could sell for millions.” 

Well into the story, I realized that these gentlemen argued 

that the portrait was painted by Goya “simply” because it 

contained his signature.  

Actually, not just one but tens of them…! 

 

At which point, quite candidly, without even doubting the 

mystery, I concluded: “So then it’s a Goya, right?” 

 



“Well, not exactly” he said, “let me explain”. With patience 

he put me up to date on his friend’s adventures.  

He told me about the institutional reticence to accept an 

“infallible, unique, and independent” system to confirm 

whether the piece was a Goya or not. He told me about those 

hidden signs, those microsignatures that, according to his 

friends, with a little practice and predisposition, could be 

seen in all his work. A secret known by all, he said, but that 

the “keepers of the market” silence, fearing the loss of 

control over Goya’s work and in due course, its economic 

yield. 

 

I was dumbstruck. I knew little about Goya. A few loose 

images, maybe five or six paintings at the most. 

Days later, upon my request, I was introduced to R., the 

owner of the painting, and his partners, and I said to myself: 

This is what I’m looking for. This is the story that I would 

like to film. 

 

 

– II – 

 

I was captivated from the start, I must admit. There’s no 

denying it. It wasn’t an unquestionable veracity, nor was it 

this ‘David vs. Goliath” premise; innocent buyers for whom 

truth is denied and the “market forces” that stand in their 

way. No. That wasn’t what kept me on tenderhooks. 

 

If at first I could have maintained a certain hope in the 

novel potential and destabalizing idea behind the 

“microsignatures”, when I withdrew to my own Goyesque 

inquiries, I understood that the possibility of Goya 



dedicating time to hiding tens of signatures on the canvas, 

put in these terms, was, to say the least, outlandish. 

 

What interested me about the case, was exactly that: the 

legend, the social phenomenon. Far and wide in my 

investigation I found people that were convinced they had 

“Goyas” in their house, all of them undiscovered, neither the 

market nor the museums willing to recognise them. 

 

Throughout the preparation for the film I had the chance to 

study, in person, a great deal of Goya’s paintings, both in 

public and private collections. Your eyes grow accustomed, and 

one was able to notice the differences. 

 

R’s story was there, however, knocking at my door, calling 

my attention to it. 

 

I knew that making a film about a person that finds a 

painting, buys it cheaply with the intention of selling it for 

millions would leave me unsatisfied. I would have soon lost 

interest. I didn’t think Goya should be reduced to that, to 

market shares in some rampant vision of capitalism. I wasn’t 

interested in another headline such as: “Modigliani auctioned 

off for millions” or “Picasso surpasses record in sales price” 

or “A Goya drawing sells for four million”. These stories are 

commonplace in the news. It is as though this, and only this, 

were the seal of approval, the only important aspect. In a 

world where everything is measured in terms of the market, the 

value of things is reduced, sadly, to just that. 

 

At a certain point I remember being so immersed in research 

on Goya that I even considered abandoning R’s story entirely 



and focusing only on the painter. However, a movie about Goya 

where we only talk about painting, show his paintings, outline 

his biography, and interview some academic experts would have 

become tiresome as well. 

 

Also, I must confess: Despite my efforts to distance 

myself, R’s story drew me in. A character that broke free of 

my design, with an obsession that dragged me with him. 

 

What was I to do? 

 

There was something to these two narratives, R’s and 

Goya’s, a constant tension that made me consider that they 

were connected by some invisible thread… And this was the idea 

that I delved into, until I had to accept that that connection 

was really my own relationship to the story of Goya, my own 

learning process, my journey in his wake, with my own doubts, 

certainties, sympathies and antagonisms. 

   

I consider that asking a simple question, something 

apparently ridiculous or anodine, comes to our aid as though 

it were Walter Benjamin’s brush, brushing history against the 

grain, with the hope of catching glimpses of hidden secrets. 

This case was to me a singular excuse that would allow me to 

outline a more complex image of how Goya is perceived 

nowadays, conveying the film’s narrative in a different way. 

  

Faced with the question of if Goya dedicated himself 

exclusively, obsessively and automatically, to “micro-signing” 

his paintings begs the question of who Goya was, what he did, 

how he painted, what we know of him and what we assume… 

 



 

– III – 

 

“Goya, the secret of the shadows” is a film, above all, 

about Goya. This is true, yet there was no intention to make a 

comprehensive film, an impossible and unnecessary task. 

 

An approximation… a sketch… a way of getting closer to Goya 

through the backdoor, seeing the stage from the stagehand’s 

perspective. 

 

Enrique Lafuente Ferrari wrote that “there is always 

something rough and untameable in Goya’s work, something that 

does not respond well to reframing… the skill and intuition of 

an extraordinary painter usually, in their most intimate 

essence, cannot be translated into words, which are furnished 

but with great violence, cheating one out of the deepest and 

most authentic aspect of their art, in exchange for a coherent 

and systematic account”. 

 

This film is, in this sense, an atypical approach to the 

artist’s work, an attempt to provide varied perspetives on his 

cultural background, and if you will, a personal journey in 

search of Goya, a sui generis approach, a journey d’auteur, a 

contemporary vision of the art world and Goya’s universe, his 

extraordinary legend. 

 

 

 
David Mauas 

Barcelona, February 2011 



FRAMING GOYA

Photographies: David Mauas



 

Notes on the use of still photography in the film,  

by David Mauas 

 

 

 

One of the primary concerns that I had to define when 

thinking about this project was how to show Goya’s work in the 

film. 

I remember that ten years ago, on a visit to the Prado 

Museum, when photography was still allowed, I shot two rolls 

of black and white. A while later, after developing them, I 

wrote down in my diary: “I wonder what it would be like to do 

a series of photographs of paintings, reframing them.” 

 

Years later, when I began to develop the story for this 

film, the conditions were, albeit unconsciously, ripe. 

 

There was another concern as well, that was not trivial: I 

did not want to show the paintings as they were, shot 

“cleanly” in museums using perfect reproductions, as 

unappealable images. An image of The Third of May 1808 as 

though it were The Third of May 1808, or an image of the Nude 

Maja instead of the painting “The Nude Maja”…  

I didn’t wish to occupy the space of Goya’s painting. The 

mere fact of saying, here is Goya´s colour, look upon it, 

seemed to be a mistake. An act of deceit. 

 

I decided to attempt a clear intermediation, active and 

evident. Photographs, reframed. A subjective, personal look, 

that maintained distance from the original work (handheld 



camera when filming the Museum, from an authoreal point of 

view would follow the same logic.) 

 

This process was by no means less important than the result. 

Not only did I photograph in search of sequences for the film, 

but as a means to observe, learn and get close. 

I developed more than eighty rolls. Hundreds of photographs… 

 

I felt a sense of rapture, wild abandon, one could say: 

alone with Goya’s work, intimately, photographing obsessively, 

reframing, apprehending, interpreting.  

 

Photography induces, it helps observe. It hides us and makes 

us visible at the same time. A mirror illusion. 

I became obsessed with a chimeric idea: if I photographed 

all of Goya’s paintings, I would have without a doubt, once 

they were organized, a complete narrative of the history of 

Spain. From yesterday to today. 

A painting is not only what is painted, what we see, it is 

also it’s history. It’s own biography from the moment it was 

painted until the precise instant that we see it. Not only is 

it the person or event that is represented, but the sum total 

of glances cast upon it.  

  “Time also paints”, Goya wrote. The patina of time, its 

patina, it’s aura. 

 I will never forget a certain afternoon: I was in the middle 

of the museum, surrounded by all of Goya’s paintings and 

suddenly I felt a sense of anguish. How would I feel if this 

were the last time that I would visit these paintings, the 

last time that I saw them with my own eyes? A strange 

contradictory feeling. Knowing that the photos that I took of 

the paintings were not the paintings, and that I couldn’t use 



them as a memory tool. On the other hand, I had to accept that 

the photographs were replacing the paintings themselves in my 

own personal experience. 

 

Eternal contradictions… 
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David Mauas Goldberg was born in Buenos Aires in 1968. 
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